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Chans Tea House, Minto

My youngest, Chad used to call this place the 
Tree House. Imagine if it was? What a fantas-
tic idea for a restaurant. Anyway...

My kids are fans of this reliable suburban 
Chinese so I decided to meet all of them there 
for our weekly (mostly) dinner. Kane sug-
gested Minto Railway Station was handy for 
him to access from work and Chans is right 
across the road... Sold!

The fact that I had not visited Chans for some-
time was born out on the face of longtime 
owner Tony. His transparent surprise made me 
feel a little embarrassed. I felt like apologis-
ing. Truth is, he has been unwell and has, in 
fact sold his business to his brother. Tony only 
works in the restaurant occasionally. It was 
nice to see him anyway.

Brooke and Chad arrived not long after me. 
Kane had given me ordering instructions over 
the phone seeing as he would be a little later 
than us. Kane is on a health kick and wanted 
simple chicken and vegetables.
We also ordered our other favourites Crispy 
Beef with Chili and Plum Sauce a Mixed 
Vegetables and Szechuan Chicken. The ser-
vice of food was a little slow but worth the 
wait. We all agreed afterwards that the unex-
pected wait gave us time to catch up. My boys 
(Chad is the worst) are notorious for finishing 
their dinner, placing their knives and forks on 
their plates and preparing to leave. We had a 
solid hour of chatting, teasing and laughing. 
We always have fun.

Chinese is not Macarthur's best ethnic cui-
sine. There are a few pretty good ones 
around the district, but none to compare with 
Sydney. Chans is one of our good ones. Let 
me know if you frequent a quality Chinese I 
have not mentioned in the magazine. I love 
Chinese food.

where we've been...


